GSD-442 PG2 is a wireless CO detector that gives early warning of CO poisoning danger, preventing damage to vital organs and even death. When CO is detected, GSD-442 PG2 sends alerts to the PowerMaster control panel. A central station or private number is then immediately notified. This enables a rapid and effective response to the emergency.

**Specifications:**

- **Battery type:** 9V lithium battery or alkaline battery,
- **Weight (including battery):** 180g (6.35oz)
- **Operating temperature:** 0°C to 40°C (32°F to 104°F)
- **Operating environment:** Indoor
- **Dimensions:** 127 x 40mm (5 x 1.6in.)

- Gives early warning of carbon monoxide (CO) poisoning danger, providing visual and audial alarm indications when CO is detected
- Loud built-in alarm buzzer (95db) and a large flashing LED
- Continuous auto-testing and manual testing
- Easy wall or ceiling installation (with bracket); no need for cabling work
- Simple battery replacement
- Back tamper
- PowerG two-way Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum FHSS-TDMA technology - provides robustness and reliability closer than ever to wired
- Large transmission range enabling repeater-free installations
- Visible link quality indication shown on the device
- Compatible with PowerMaster systems and PowerG receivers
- Fully certified by the most strict and demanding international standards for safety products in Europe (LPCB UK, EN 50291) and USA (UL 2075)